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apart. The restrictions

also meant that most

volunteers had to stay

away, which was not good

for anyone.

Durham, which is a small shop,

had to close to protect staff, so

the mechanics were left working

on bikes behind closed doors. After

a while we were able to have a drop

off arrangement for bikes to be left for

servicing. Despite all this we have processed

about 5000 bikes, sold 1340 bikes, given away

226 “referral” bikes and passed on 626 bikes to

Chair’s Statement
Recyke y’bike’s strength and resilience have
enabled us to emerge from one and a half

years of Covid disruptions secure and in some
ways stronger. The flexibility and commitment
of staff have enabled us to adapt and

respond to all the problems that have been
thrown at us so that we have been able to

continue to provide our customers with good
quality affordable bikes and to participate in
community projects where possible.

I cannot thank staff enough for their resolution
and support. I should say that none of this

would have been possible without Sara’s calm

and steady management. Not only has she kept
everyone on board during a very difficult period,
but she has kept us afloat and even prospering.
For much of the past year Byker has had to

operate an appointment system, with all the
extra “paperwork” that entails and the Covid
precautions have often slowed down how

people worked. Where many organisations
could have staff working at home this was

obviously not possible for our mechanics, some
of whom were furloughed. Sara and Savitri did
work at home but that meant that extra effort

other organisations. We have a healthy bank
balance with a separate reserve account.
Amazing.

I feel that it is also appropriate to thank my

fellow trustees for all the extra time they have
put in. With the first lockdown we met weekly,
then fortnightly and finally settled into a

monthly Zoom meeting until recently when we

moved to bi-monthly. Zoom has enabled us to
continue to function and make decisions, but
I personally find it problematic and the lack

of personal interaction matters. It is also quite
hard to remotely chair 8 people with strong

personalities, particularly when you can’t glare
at them in person.

Last year I mentioned our lack of diversity

and during the year the trustees have spent
time trying to tackle this, but with limited
success. We are aware of the
problem but it is not easily
resolved because, to
take age as an

easy example, it
is very difficult
for younger
people to
commit

had to be made to ensure that staff did not drift
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to what can be quite a time-consuming
commitment when they may be

working or have young children. We will
continue to try and address this issue,

although I hope that our starting a bike
night for women may have a knock-on
effect.

During the year two new trustees were

appointed but, bearing out the problem, one

sadly quickly resigned when he found he just

did not have the time to be properly involved.
We have also lost Ed Mills who for some time

had found it difficult to balance the competing

demands of work, family and RyB. He had been
a trustee since 2017 and we are very grateful
for his time, commitment and thoughtful

when RyB was set up, that trustees would get

contributions and we are sorry to see him leave.

their hands dirty and work beside mechanics.

By coincidence Rod Stapley is also retiring.

who don’t get physically involved are not as

He has been a trustee since 2012 and felt new
blood was needed and we do indeed try to

ensure that the board is regularly refreshed.
With his wide experience, contacts and

willingness to undertake time-consuming

This can lead to a perception that those

engaged. This is far from the truth and a mix of

those who work with staff fixing bikes and those
who are more removed and possibly more
objective is a good thing.

research (all those Covid grants and

With most of the year spent ensuring we

sound contributions will be sorely missed.

future. EBay is something we have not had the

mind helping out a bit, although I suspect

to be addressed. Byker seems stable, with bike

currently seeking new trustees and the number

training in place, and Pete and Chris continuing

regulations) he has been invaluable and his

survived, it has been difficult to think about the

Thankfully he has indicated that he doesn’t

staff or time to properly set up and that needs

his family may have a different view. We are

production settling down, funding for volunteer

and the quality of applicants is heartening.

and developing community projects in Byker.

The role of trustees at RyB is quite an
interesting one because

apart from one’s usual
duties there is an
expectation,

probably arising
from the days

Sara’s report gives further details.

Durham’s license (lease) expires in July 2022
when the “rent” will increase from £10,000 to
£30,000. We feel rent at that level would be
unsustainable and we have been looking

elsewhere. Since Durham was set up it has had
licenses to occupy and not had to pay rent,

which is fine but means no security and annual
anxiety about the future. This is not satisfactory
in the long-term and causes stress to staff
(and trustees).
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The more we look at Durham the more we

to deal with the threats and as a result we

into a round hole. The predominantly medieval

challenges which emerge over the next

realise that we are a square peg trying to fit

streets make parking and loading very difficult
and landlords expect high rents. You get small

are stronger and able to deal with any future
6 months.

premises at a high rent with little or no access.

Ben Hoare

centre at industrial units, shopping centres,

Manager’s statement

le Street, which would give us larger premises at

It feels like just a few short weeks since I last

who are an important part of our customer

hard to believe a full year has gone by. At the

We are very grateful for Durham county

12 months ago we were heading into a winter

would struggle.

limiting volunteers on site, battling stock issues

I am sorry if the annual report sounds a bit

issues remain a hurdle, it’s been fantastic to

We have therefore been looking outside the

empty premises, and more recently at Chester
a lower rent but would cut us off from students

wrote a statement for the annual report; it’s

base. We are currently looking at the options.

same time so much has changed. This time

council’s continued support, without which we

lockdown; selling bikes by appointment only,

downbeat. It shouldn’t- RyB is doing really well
and the future looks good. However, many

people are feeling battered and exhausted

at the end of one and a half years of anxiety,

distress and uncertainty and perhaps the report
reflects this.

and therefore limiting part’s sales. Whilst stock
leave other restrictions behind and return to

being a bustling, busy organisation with lots of
wheels spinning (literally and metaphorically).
As ever, I’m incredibly proud of the team’s

resilience, adaptability and commitment. Staff
and volunteers go over and beyond what’s

At the time of writing this report Covid figures
are looking bleak and many people struggle
with the government’s approach and it

is difficult not to feel apprehensive about
the future.

expected every single day and I’m truly grateful.
The pandemic has had some positive

outcomes for Recyke y’bike. Demand for

bikes, bike repairs and servicing remained

strong, even during the winter months. The

Having said that, RyB’s strengths have not only
seen us successfully manage this period of

pandemic, but we have had
to come together

£50 government bike repair vouchers further
boosted demand; the only struggle was

sourcing the parts to do the work. We realised
that we needed to increase the team to meet
demand and, for the first time, we recruited
an apprentice. We wanted to provide an

opportunity for a young person to get a start

on the career ladder and appointed Joe at the
beginning of November 2020 to help deal with
the increased demand.

At the start of 2021 the Covid position worsened
and we felt unable to safely operate the

Durham shop due to its small size and poor
ventilation. The shop stayed closed during
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January and February and the team worked

in pairs to build up stocks of refurbished bikes.
Byker was able to continue with a reduced

offer. Flexible furlough enabled us to continue
some operations whilst limiting contacts to
reduce risk.

The quiet start to the year provided time to
reflect on how we might improve our offer,

particularly to under represented groups. We
embarked on some difficult conversations
in order to create a plan to work towards

creating a more diverse and inclusive team

and user group. One outcome has been the

creation of a monthly fix your own bike night for
women, delivered by women, which has been
well received.

By March we were able to open at both sites

although still with limitations. We planned and
delivered an ‘Easter Challenge’ to encourage

individuals and families to cycle over the Easter
holidays when other options were limited.

Over 80 people signed up for regular hints, tips
and route suggestions. Some participants got
sponsored and raised £770 in total for Recyke

y’bike. Further fundraising efforts took place in

May when we took part in the Big Give’s Green

Match Fund and raised an incredible £6116! And
in August our Young Volunteers plus friends

and family took part in Clarty Bairns, a muddy
obstacle race to raise £250!

As the Covid situation eased we were able
to resume work out in the community. We

delivered a weekly after school club for year

6 pupils at Byker Primary School. We also got
back out and about around Byker along with

Will from Kids Kabin and Emma from the Byker

Children and Young People’s Partnership. These
sessions helped us to reconnect with young

people and families in Byker and, as a result, we
saw the numbers of young volunteers increase
by 200%! We recruited Chris to assist Pete with
the support, training and supervision of young
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volunteers on

Saturdays. Soon

after, Chris became

a full time member of the
team.

We saw demand for training increase over

the year. We delivered some online training

during lockdowns but were relieved when we
could resume in person training. Initially this
was on a one to one basis and then group

training restarted in June. We had a backlog
of demand!

Donations of bikes increased significantly

over the last year as more people got to know
about us and people had time to clear sheds,
garages, basements and attics! Whilst we

are always incredibly grateful to our donors,
there have been a few times this year when

we have been totally overwhelmed and have
found it difficult to find enough space. Being

able to pass on bikes to other organisations,

particularly Deerbolt Prison and Key Enterprises,
has been a huge help as we’ve been able to
keep stock levels manageable.

Making constant adaptations to how we

work and dealing with a constant state of

uncertainty over the last 12 months has been

exhausting. However, we’ve emerged stronger
with a clearer sense of identity and purpose.
Sara Newson
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Our Impact

5000

bikes saved from landfill for refurbishment or recycling

1340

bikes sold

626

bikes passed on to other organisations

226

bikes given away to individuals (via a referral scheme)

35

pop up bike repair workshops delivered, 152 bikes repaired

14

Gold Velotech candidates trained and assessed

14

Young Volunteers supported and trained

7

6

supported volunteer placements provided to people
seeking asylum
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Supported Volunteering
We’ve been able to keep our Young Volunteer

project ticking over all year around with limited
numbers of volunteers. As restrictions eased

we were able to induct new volunteers to the

session. Pop up bike repair sessions delivered

over the summer resulted in more applications
from local young people, and an additional

member of staff was recruited to help manage
demand. The sessions aim to help young

people develop in confidence and self esteem

as they learn new skills. We also aim to support
young people to develop key skills for life such

as teamwork, communication, negotiation, and
dealing with people in authority.

‘If I’ve got a broken bike I can
fix it. I’ve learnt how to fully
strip a bike down and fully

rebuild it. I’d like to work here.’
“They help us get better at
building bikes. I’ve learnt
a lot of new things.’

On Tuesdays Nick works with a

group of volunteers who are all

in the UK seeking asylum. Despite
coming from three different

continents and a wide range

of professional backgrounds,

the group has gelled really well
together. Tuesdays are always

full of chatter and cheer. All of the
volunteers who didn’t have bikes

when they started now do and are
able to explore the city and get to

appointments and college by bike.
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Pop up bike repairs

“Being involved in the bike workshops from a

From April to October we’ve been heading out

seen first-hand the benefits to the community.

Most of these sessions have been delivered

accessible not just for children and young

supported by Emma Leggot, the Byker Children

and the wider community too.

community engagement perspective I have

in Byker once or twice a week to fix bikes for free.

The pop-up nature means they are really

in partnership with Kids Kabin and have been

people but also for their parents, grandparents

and Young People’s Partnership Manager. Kids
Kabin take a lead in supporting children to

get involved in fixing their own bikes. Children
develop their problem solving skills and gain
confidence when they realise they can do it

themselves. Recyke y’bike work on bikes that

are more badly broken and too complicated

for young people to fix themselves. The result is

safe bikes to ride, happy children, young people
and parents, skills developed and relationships
built. It’s been wonderful to see young people

feel confident enough with the team to start to
attend as volunteers.

The regularity of having weekly sessions that

move around the Estate that are delivered by

the same team has been great for developing
relationships and building skills over time.

Some of the kids are now better than us, they
are sharing their skills with their friends, they
don’t need the mechanics anymore.

So many people are now able to use bikes that
otherwise would have sat broken! The referral
scheme has meant bikes have been directed
to those who we know really need them.

Everyone knows the health benefits of cycling

but there is a real social benefit, especially for
the kids who rely on them to play out and be
with their friends.”

Emma Leggott - Byker Children
and Young People’s

Partnership Manager
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Referral bikes
We’ve continued to provide bikes for people on
very low incomes who need bikes for transport
or to improve their mental or physical health.
Demand continues to grow year on year so
we’re limiting adult bikes to people living in

Newcastle upon Tyne. We ask the professionals
who make the referrals and/or the individuals
who receive a bike to provide some follow

up information so that we get a sense of the
difference the bikes are making.

‘The bike was literally a lifeline
for him to get out and about
to the park.’

‘The patient stated the bike has
made a massive difference,

especially to his mental health.
He loves cycling along the

Newcastle quayside and taking
in all of the views. He has lost
some weight through cycling
and feels fantastic.’

‘I am really grateful with the

organisation Recyke y’Bike for
donating a bike for me, that

has not only contributed to my

physical and psychological but

also to my financial well-being.
I really appreciate the quality

of the bike which has exceeded

my expectations. Thank you very

much and congratulations for your
priceless job!’
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Future plans

Awards for All

The uncertainty of the last two years makes

St Hilda’s Trust

future planning difficult! We do know that we
need to move out of our current premises in
Durham by August 2022 and are currently

Shears Foundation
Arnold Clark Community Fund

scoping out alternative options. These options

Community Foundation

We’re also reviewing how we deliver the Young

St James Place

include moving further out of central Durham.
Volunteer’s project and considering making

it a time limited program so that more young
people can benefit.

We need to invest in the process for salvaging
parts and recycling what can’t be re-used.

Since the number of donated bikes has almost

doubled we need to invest in training volunteers
so that they are better able to identify what
should and should not be salvaged.

A BIG Thank you to:

Joicey Trust
Scholefield Trust
Tesco Bags of Help
Bottletop Foundation
Hadrian Trust
Kate Talbot
And individual donors and contributors
to our crowdfunding appeals
Our Brinkburn Street roommates:

Good Gym

Zmove

Kids Kabin

Green Pastures

Byker Children and Young
People’s Partnership

Off the Grid Adventures

Newcastle City Concil
Durham City Concil
SOS Group
Sage Foundation
ARP Design
Sir James Knott Trust
Cycling UK
Sage Foundation
RISE

...we love sharing space with you.

Our hardworking staff,
incredible volunteers,
fabulous customers
and everyone who
has donated bikes or
money! We couldn’t
do it without you.

National Lottery
Together Band
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